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SFTA News

Message from the President
Greetings. I would like to wish all SFTA
members a Happy New Year. One that
is safe, healthy, and prosperous. I am
honoured to have been elected as
President of the Association effective
as from January 2022. I would like to
recognize the outstanding contribution
from the previous President Daniel
Mika. Under his leadership, the
Association
improved it's financial
situation, adapted to virtual events,
and
made
great
progress
in
collaborating with the Entrepreneurs,
Finance and FinTech Clubs of leading
Swiss Universities.
One of the highlights of the year was in
April 2021 when we organized the
"Quantum Computing in Finance"
event with speakers including Christa
Zoufal of IBM, Zurich, and Jay Oberai
founder of Syngery Quantum, Geneva.

January 31, 2022
Philip J. Weights. SFTA President

Message from the Vice
President

Dear SFTA members, I hope that
you all are enjoying a good start
to 2022 and are, above all,
healthy! 2022 will be a year of
recovery and healing, but also
new roads, new challenges, and
the solidification of new ways of
working. It is my pleasure to be in
touch with you to report, together
with our team, some aspects of
our work in 2021, along with our
plans for activities in the coming
months.

@finnovationCH

@SFTA
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Agata Marty,
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New SFTA Members
During the month of January 2022. the Association received
three new members. We are pleased to WELCOME individual
member Alexander Goetz, together with two new student
members Urime Destani and Olena Kornilova.
We are also pleased to announce that Urime has been
appointed as the SFTA Student Ambassador for ETH
University in Zürich, while Olena is appointed as the Student
Ambassador for UZH, the University of Zürich.
Separately, Bianca Weights Morrone has been appointed by
the Board as the new Team Head for the SFTA University
Initiative in Switzerland.
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New SFTA Board 2022
This is to announce that the new SFTA Board was confirmed by the General Assembly
at the virtual meeting held on January 10, 2022.

The Board has agreed the following key priorities for 2022
1. Improve Member Communications
2. Re-launch the SFTA Newsletter
3. Re-design the website
4. Organize events around trending topics starting Q1 with the Metaverse
5. Expand the Swiss University Initiative
6. Create a series of Committees to enhance the operation of the Association
7. In addition to the SFTA Chapters in Zurich, Basel & Western Switzerland, add a new
Chapter in Lugano
8. Engage with investors and crowdfunding platforms to organize pitching events for our
Start-up Members
9. Create events with a focua on Female Founders, and collaborate with leading
women's Association in the FinTech and Blockchain space
10. Expand our United Nations relationship by offering joint events with UNITAR
11. Co-host an event in Davos as part of the WEF Davos Week in collaboration with the
World Innovation Economics
12. Improve our marketing capabilities, content creation, and social media presence
13. On-board SFTA Student Ambassadors from the top Swiss universities, and increase
the number of Student Members and interns
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Upcoming events to look out for:
2022 Events
Future of Banking &
FinTech in the Metaverse
The Future of Money
FUTURE OF BANKING &

THE FUTURE OF

METAVERSE

2Q-2022

FINTECH IN THE

Green FinTech

MONEY

Women in FinTech

March 9, 2022 6-8pm

Register here
The Metaverse can play a big role in

This event will be centered around

the evolution of banking and the

the topic of blockchain, crypto

finance

real

currencies, stable coins, and CBDC.

estate sales topped $500 million in

We will discuss the future of money

2021, and are projected to double in

and derive its implications for

2022. TerraZero has closed one of the

finance, particularly with regard to

first mortgages for virtual land in

new

Decentraland. The pandemic spurred

banking

industry.

Metaverse

business

models

and

in

both

technology.

UBS bankers to experiment with

Switzerland now has the world's

virtual reality, equipping London

first Digital Exchange. SDX has

traders

obtained FINMA licenses for its

with

Microsoft

HoloLens
the

Exchange and Central Securities

atmosphere of a trading floor. The

Depository and offers issuance,

Metaverse is coming, and DeFi will

listing,

play a significant role in its success.

servicing, and custody of digital

smart

glasses

to

recreate

assets.

trading,

FinTech in Longevity &
AgeTech
Several events with
leadiing Swiss
Universities
Partner event in Davos
May 25, 2022 with the
World Innovation
Economics

settlement,
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The Swiss University Initiative
2021 Kick-off Events
In 2021, the SFTA launched its new Student
Initiative, aimed to engage with all major
Swiss universities and their students who have
an interest in finance and technology. This
was done by launching a pilot phase with four
Swiss universities; University of Zurich, ETH
Zurich, ETH Lausanne, and University of Basel.
Appointed Student Ambassadors

worked

together with the student clubs at each of the
respective universities to collaborate and host
a launch event to introduce and celebrate the

The Future of Technology in Finance
Finance Club UZH

SFTA’s new student initiative programme.
At the University of Zurich and ETH, the SFTA
partnered with the Finance Club UZH, and
hosted a panel discussion on the topic of "The
Future

of

Technology

in

Finance".

The

recording can be viewed here.
In collaboration with the EPFL Entrepreneur
Club, the SFTA participated in the Global
Entrepreneurship Week, and held an interview
with the SFTA's Director Gabriel Lamon, to
discuss "Entrepreneurship in a Global Bank".
Last, but not least, the RealWWZ kindly

Entrepreneurship in a Global Bank
EPFL Entrepreneur Club

partnered with the SFTA to host a panel
discussion on "Managing Innovation and
Regulation", which delved deeper into

the

balance between fostering innovation and
selective regulation to sufficiently protect
clients and customers in Switzerland.
After successfully completing the pilot phase
with these four universities, we are looking
forward to expanding the programme to other
major universities in Switzerland!

Managing Innovation and Regulation
RealWWZ
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Members in the News
SDX SIX Digital Exchange

SDX SIX Digital Exchange
News 8 December 2021
Project Jura cross-border
wCBDC experiment

News 10 September 2021
SIX Digital Exchange gets regulatory
approval from FINMA
SIX Digital Exchange (SDX) formally received the FINMA
go-ahead to operate a stock exchange and a central
securities depository for digital assets in Switzerland.

Banque de France (BdF), Swiss National
Bank (SNB) and Bank for International
Settlements’ (BIS) Innovation Hub have
successfully completed Project Jura, an
experiment in cross-border wholesale
CBDC, in collaboration with Accenture,
Credit Suisse, Natixis, R3, SIX Digital
Exchange and UBS. View the full article
here.

Kiriin Labs

This authorization enables SDX to go live with a fully
regulated, integrated trading, settlement, and custody
infrastructure based on distributed ledger technology
for digital securities. With these licenses, SDX can now
offer the highest Swiss standards of oversight and
regulation. View the full article here.

Kiriin Labs
Kiriin Labs AG is a FinTech and Web 3.0 Technology
company with its core services providing decentralized
solutions as well as design, transformation and
implementation advisory for both private and public
companies and institutions.

In 2021 the SFTA was pleased to introduce its
member Kiriin Labs AG to the Abu Dhabi Global
Markets (ADGM), the financial regulator in Abu
Dhabi, UAE. As a result, Kiriin was able to participate
in the 2022 ADGM FinTech Festival, and pitch to an
expert panel of judges. Congratulations to Nithin
Palavalli, CEO and Kiriin Labs for being selected as
an ADGM Global TOP 100 FinTech company. View
the full article here.

Share your News via info@swissfinte.ch
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Headline News

in FinTech

NOW YOU CAN GET A

THE TRIAL OF AN
UNCONVENTIAL SWISS BANKER

MORTGAGE IN THE
METAVERSE

FinTech fraud. One of the biggest fraud trials in Swiss financial
history is about to get underway. Pierin Vincenz, former CEO of
Swiss bank Raiffeisen Switzerland, will be in court along with
alleged accomplices including Beat Stocker, ex-boss of #digital
#payments company Aduno Group. They stand accused of secretly
accumulating stakes in #fintech companies that were about to be
taken over by Raiffeisen or Aduno, which rose in value once the
takeover was complete. View article here.

Finance in the Metaverse. TerraZero
Technologies

Inc.

has

issued

a

mortgage in Decentraland for a virtual
parcel of land. Once client signs the
mortgage

contract,

TerraZero

approves client to take out the
mortgage on the property, with the

BANKING ON THE
METAVERSE
Dharmesh Mistry, CEO of AskHomey writes: "The question for
banks is what is their role in the metaverse? One possible link
could be to assist those wanting to buy property in the metaverse
on platforms like Decentraland, Axie Infinity or Sandbox." View
article here.

land NFT to be held with TerraZero as
the registered owner until the loan is
paid back based on the agreed upon
terms. At the same time, TerraZero
grants the client 'deployment rights' so

BITMEX EXECS REVEAL EU
EXPANSION WITH GERMAN BANK
AQUISITION

the client can without delays build on
their land, organize events, run digital
storefronts,

host

their

internal

company office, and so on. For this
service,

clients

make

monthly

payments until such time that the
mortgage is paid off, upon which the
virtual

land

(NFT)

will

be

fully

transferred to the client.

Crypto firm BitMEX Group recently announced its plan to acquire

View article here.

Bankhaus von der Heydt, a 268-year-old private bank based in
Germany. The group's BXM Operations AG — a company founded
by BitMEX CEO Alexander Höptner and CFO Stephan Lutz — has
signed a purchase agreement with Dietrich von Boetticher, the
bank's current owner. View article here.
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Open Positions at the
Swiss Finance + Technology Association

SFTA

SFTA

HEAD OF MARKETING

HEAD OF PARTNERSHIPS

The Association is looking to engage a Head of

The Association is seeking a Head of

Marketing and Event activities will also handle

Partnerships who will be responsible for

the daily administration of the SFTA.

identifying, structuring, closing and

Specific responsibilities include:

managing strategic partnerships and in

Social Media Marketing, Design and

order to expand the SFTA ecosystem.

Planning

Such partnerships and/or collaborations

Event Management

will be both domestically within

Membership Management &

Switzerland, and also all major global

Administration

FinTech Hubs. This includes other

The SFTA is a Non-Profit Member Association,

FinTech Associations, InsurTech,

with no employees, and run by a team of

RegTech, Blockchain, Universities, and

professionals who are all volunteers.

Governmental bodies.

Exceptionally, for this part-time Head of

This is a volunteer part-time positions.

Marketing position, some reasonable
compensation is approved by the Board.

Student Interns

Student Interns

FOR THE NEWSLETTER

FOR THE MARKETING

SFTA Student Members are needed to

SFTA Student Members with Marketing

assist in the regular creation and

skills and experience are needed to work

publication of this Newsletter.

with the Head of Marketing, and

COMMITTEE

COMMITTEE

participate in the Marketing Committee
meetings.

Send your CV to: info@swissfinite.ch
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Open Positions with
SFTA Members
SDX

Lykke Business

CORPORATE

SENIOR PROJECT

As a Corporate Development Manager

Lykke Business provides cutting edge

SDX, you will be part of the SDX

Blockchain-based

Corporate Development Team reporting

seeking a SENIOR PROJECT MANAGER

to the Head of Corporate Development

based anywhere in Apac I Asia.

SDX. Corporate development is part of

WANTED 👈🏽 to help with our global 🌐

the CCO organization. You will play a key

expansion and to change the world 🌅

DEVELOPMENT MANAGER

MANAGER

role in the strategic development of SDX
and its ecosystem, working closely with
the SDX CEO, CCO, Executive Committee,
Head of Corporate Development and
Head of Strategy to originate, scope out
and execute key strategic initiatives of
SDX in its pursuit to build a Financial
Market Infrastructure of the future based
on Distributed Ledger Technology. The
role can be based in Zurich or London.

solutions

and

is

Ping Dom Braun if you are an energetic
and experienced project manager with
active

blockchain

crypto

exposure

combined with an entrepreneur mindset
wearing different "heads".
Exciting opportunity for a seasoned
hands-on leader in this space.
contact: dom.braun@lykke-business.ch
website: https://www.lykke-business.ch/

View full job description and apply here.

Send your CV to: info@swissfinite.ch
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